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0. Summary of our experience

Status:
  CORE-IAF is de-trended and used repeatedly to spin-up the
model for about 3000 model yrs. Then, the forcing is switched to the
original CORE-IAF to do a hindcast simulation.
     … De-trending is intended to minimize “shock” in its repeated use
     … Precipitation and river discharge rate are raised by
           about 10% to balance with evaporation (to be explained later)

Result:
  Spin-up run using the de-trended forcing was basically satisfactory

  Hindcast run forced by CORE-IAF exhibited good reproducibility of
climate variability for the Indo-Pacific Sector and the Arctic sea ice

  Deep Convection in the Southern Ocean is seriously affected by
the wind field trend and possibly by the initial condition



1. Purpose and Experimental Settings

Purposes：

 Assessing performance in a long-term spin-up (CORE-I equivalent)
     - reproducibility of the present ocean-climate

 Hindcast of ocean-climate variability  (CORE-II)
     - mainly focus on the Pacific Ocean and its deep circulation
       (needs a long-term spin-up)

 Realizing the above goals in a suite of experiments

Other related experiments: (completed, not presented today)
     - Bio-geochemical cycle (NPZD+carbon cycle) (calculating off-line)
     - An embedded nested western North Pacific model
        (on-line bio-geochmical cycle, non-conservative two-way nesting)
     - another bio-geochemical model for MAREMIP
        (http://lgmacweb.env.uea.ac.uk/maremip/index.shtml)



   Global tri-pole model developed for MRI-ESM1
    • Based on MRI.COM version 3 (z-model, Tsujino et al. 2010)

    • Geographic grid south of 64ºN and generalized orthogonal grid

        with poles at Siberia and Canada

    • Resolution:  1º zonal, 0.5º meridional, 50 vertical levels with BBL

Model:



- Sea ice: 5 thickness categories, 1-layer ice and snow,
                 EVP rheology, MPDATA advection
- Surface boundary layer: Noh-model; alpha = 5.0, beta = 0.5, m = 100.0
- Bottom boundary layer: Nakano and Suginohara (2002)
- Tracer advection: Second Order Moment (Prather, 1986)
- Neutral physics: Gent-McWilliams (300 m2s-1 / 100 km x gridsize),
                               Redi iso-neutral mixing (1000 m2s-1)
- Dianeutral mixing:
   • background vertical mixing: horizontally uniform vertical profile
                               with 0.1 x 10-4 m2s-1(surface) and 2.7 x 10-4 m2s-1 (bottom)
   • tidal mixing parameterization around Kuril Islands
- Horizontal viscosity:
    Smagorinsky viscosity with scaling factor 4.0,
    anisotropic tensor (direction of the flow:1 / normal to the flow 0.2)

General Model Settings:



Special Model Settings for our CORE-II:
- Surface Salinity forcing: nudging to monthly PHC3 with 50m / 365day
                                            except for coastal grid point with sea ice
- Fresh water forcing: (our method may need some explanation)

 • From preliminary runs without water mass flux adjustment, we learned that an
excessive evaporation due to the high SST bias might be causing a persistent
intense deep convection in the Southern Ocean (reduced sea ice extent)

 • Instead of applying globally homogeneous water flux adjustment, a factor is
applied to precipitation and river discharge rate to achieve long-term balance with
the evaporation

 • A fixed factor is determined so that the water mass in the model becomes almost
unchanged after a cycle of integration using the de-trended IAF forcing.

 • In an quasi-equilibrium state, this factor can be almost uniquely determined

- Global conservation of salt and water mass (ocean + ice)
   throughout the spin-up and hindcast run
- If needed, we are ready to relax some of above settings for comparison purposes



Experiment:
Exp1 (to determine the precipitation factor): Detrended CORE-IAF (1948-2006) is
repeatedly used to force the model for more than 2000 yrs (34cycles). Factors from
the last 4 cycles are averaged to give a factor of 1.09697.
   - Bryan acceleration method is used for the first 20 cycles
   - Global conservation of water mass is not applied.
Exp2 (long-term spin-up): Using this factor and applying global adjustment to
conserve water mass, detrended CORE-IAF is repeatedly used to force the model for
more than 3000 yrs.
Exp3 (hindcast): parallel to the last cycle of Exp2, the original CORE-IAF is used to
force the model
Exp4, 5: Sensitivity to trend is studied (wind and heat fluxes, respectively)

295028920

Exp 2: CORE-IAF-detrended (water flux adjustment)

Exp 3: hindcast with CORE-IAF

Year 2772
Initial state：

T,S：PHC3.0

No motion

Exp 4: wind field is detrended

Exp 5: heat flux field is detrended

20061180

Exp 1: CORE-IAF-detrended (to determine factor)



2. Evaluation of a long-term spin-up
(Exp1 and 2; CORE-I equivalent)

Global mean temperature
(black: Exp1, blue: Exp2）



Biases of annual mean T(top) and S(bot)

 SST bias is within ±1ºC, but SST
tends to be positively biased
(intense downward radiation?)

 This positive SST bias might be
related to the positive SSS bias
in the subtropics (air too dry?)

“Annual mean” is the average
over one-cycle (59yrs)



Meridional overturning circulation

Southern Ocean Atlantic Indo-Paific



Time series of major circulation indices

North Atlantic MOC (Obs: 15 Sv at 42ºN)

Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Obs: 134±13 Sv)



Pacific Deep Circulation (10 Sv)

Southern Ocean MOC (15 Sv)



Sensitivity to “trend” of forcing data
black: detrended (spin-up),  green: original CORE-IAF(hindcast),
blue: wind is detrended,  red: heat fluxes are detrended

Global mean temperature Southern Ocean convection

North Atlantic MOC Deep Pacific Circulation

with trend of wind field

3. Evaluation of a hindcast simulation

Fig. 3.8. The IPCC AR4 estimates of annual ocean heat content
anomaly (1022 J) for the 0–700 m layer. The black curve is
updated from Levitus et al. (2005), with the shading representing
the 90% confidence interval. The red and green curves are
updates of the analyses by Ishii et al. (2006) and Willis et al. (2004,
over 0–750 m) respectively, with the error bars denoting the 90%
confidence interval. Anomalies are computed relative to the
1961–90 average. Figure reproduced from Bindoff et al. (2007).



Need to calibrate trend?
trend of zonal wind stress



Weddell Gyre (1991-2006 average)

Wind trend strengthen the Weddell Gyre
by more than 10 Sv in recent decades.
Inflow path approaches the Antarctic

continent
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contour: barotropic stream function of the original CORE-IAF run
shade: difference between the original IAF and wind-detrended run

Ice compactness
in Aug 2000



Time series of steric sea level anomaly

solid: steric sea level change of exp4 (wind detrended)
dotted: thermosteric sea level change based on observation
             Ishii and Kimoto (2009)

dotted: tide-gauge, solid: steric sea-level anomaly from model
blue: dynamic sea level change, red: dynamic + steric sea level change

Good reproducibility, if the wind-trend is removed…



El Nino

model MOVE

Largely successful in
reproducing both
timing and amplitude

OHC(0-300m mean temperature)



McPhaden and Zhang (2004)

Time series of the Pacific Subtropical Cell

Successful in reproducing observed
slowdown in 1960-1990 and
rebound after 1998

5N

5S



Tropical Indian Ocean

Yamanaka (2008) GRL

ERA-40

JRA-25

Low temperature bias after
mid-90s for runs driven by
ERA-40 and JRA-25
disappeared in CORE



Climate indices in the mid-latitude North Pacific

Black: PDO index (Maunta et al. 1997)
Red: model

Black: NPGO index (Di Lorenzo et al. 2008)
Red: model

PDO    [SST EOF1]

NPGO              [SSH EOF2]
(North Pacific Gyre Oscillation)



Deep Pacific Circulation
Difference in temperature between 1999 and 1985 along 47ºN (WHP-P1)

obs model
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Arctic Sea Ice variability

Successful in reproducing both interannual vairability and
long-term trend

Sea ice area in the Arctic region

Closed circle: HadISST；　open circle: model;

Correlation coefficient (1961-2007) = 0.87



Episodic retreat in summer 2007

HadISST

model

Jul SepAug Oct



4.0. Inputs from other group/community

  Data-assimilation group … Some groups (including MRI) are very
interested in using CORE-IAF for their assimilation experiments.
They hope that leap years are included in the data or they will create a
dummy 29Feb data.

  AORI-RIGC/JAMSTEC-NIES group … Intensity of downward long
wave radiation and the direction of sensible heat fluxes in the Arctic
Sea are inconsistent with SHEBA results



comments on radiation data
 in the Arctic Ocean

(courtesy Y. Komuro of JAMSTEC/RIGC)

4.1 Input from other group in Japan



Net short wave [W/m2] Net long wave [W/m2]

Mean heat flux in the Arctic Ocean from COCO model

positive upward,   --- CORE　--- OMIP

Difference between
CORE and OMIP
appears in radiation
and sensible heat flux

Latent heat flux [W/m2]

Sensible Heat Flux [W/m2] Heat conduction of ice [W/m2]



downwardupwardsensible heat flux

smalllargeupward longwave
radiation

smalllargesurface heat
release

Boundary
condition

Model results CORE OMIP

downward
radiation

excessive
(at least in winter)

relatively weak

surface air
temperature

(SAT)

cold warm

ice-surface
temperature
w.r.t. SAT

warmer colder

Comparing with observation, OMIP seems to be more realistic
in terms of longwave radiation and direction of sensible heat flux





← time series of
horizontal average
T(top) and S(bot)

↓　steric sea level



On long-term trend(70-80N, 150-180E)

Downward long wave
(red) summer, (blue) winter

Surface temperature
(red) summer,(blue) winter

Ice mass change due to
advection(blue),surface

melting(red),bottom melting(green)
in summer (May to Sep)

Annual Mean
Freezing(blue) , melting(red)

Freezing cannot catch up increase in melting due to warming



Aug2007
Wind stress

& compactness

Climatological
wind stress

 & compactnessＬ
Ｈ

Aug2007
Volume

change by
advection

Aug2007
drift vector

& compactness

How special was the summer 2007?



CORE and OMIP significantly differ in the following items in the Arctic region

 Downward longwave of CORE is larger by 30-40 W/m2  than OMIP
　- CORE’s longwave is far greater than other re-analyses
　- CORE’s longwave is consistent with ISCCP, thus ISCCP may be
     overestimating downward long wave in the winter Arctic

 CORE’s surface temperature is lower than OMIP throughout a year
　- CORE: cold bias, OMIP: warm bias


